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DATASHEET

Keeping up with the demands of the new era can be challenging, especially for the modern contact center that must deliver excellent 

customer service while keeping “work from anywhere” agents engaged and trained.   Having access to insightful dashboards that can 

alert you to issues that might be impacting  customer service is just one example of how Calabrio’s Enterprise Customer Experience 

Intelligence (CXI) can help you stay in tune with dynamic conditions impacting the metrics that matter most to you. Let’s take a 

closer look.

CUSTOMER EFFORT 
DASHBOARD
For example, the Contact Center-

Customer Effort dashboard 

shows handle time, hold time, 

service level, and abandon rates 

that can be compared to NPS 

and the rate of calls with positive 

sentiment to see how the call 

metrics are impacting your CSAT. 

Rates of calls with non-FCR 

language and escalation-related 

phrase hits can be compared over 

time, as well.   You can also see 

the breakdown of sentiment and 

NPS for contacts with non-FCR 

and escalations phrases compared 

to all contacts.
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PROCESS IMPROVEMENT DASHBOARD
The Contact Center-Process 

Improvement dashboard provides 

another example, showing metrics 

that may indicate opportunities for 

improving processes

Using Calabrio Analytics data, the 

top two graphs in the left compare 

time spent in each application for 

the top 10% of calls (as determined 

by eval scores) and the bottom 

10%. This allows you to see how 

better performing agents have 

used applications versus agents 

that are struggling to see if there 

are opportunities for training. The 

bottom left graph shows the top 

missing script adherence hits so you can see where script adherence needs work. The Lowest Scoring Questions table in the top 

right shows top training opportunities. And finally, the line graphs in the bottom right show trends over time in metrics that may 

indicate opportunities for process improvements.

DRILL DOWN TO THE DATA ON THE DATA
Enterprise CXI includes drill down capabilities giving you one-click access to the details.  Following are examples of what is available 

as you drill through the data.

The Phrase Hits Drilldown gives 

more detail around contacts with 

specific phrase hits.

A few trends are presented over 

time - the percentage of calls with 

hits, the number of hits (which 

would count duplicate hits in a 

single call), and the number of calls 

with hits (which doesn’t count 

duplicates). You can see all those 

stats for any phrase, category, or 

total of phrases and categories. 
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Calabrio is the customer experience intelligence company that empowers organizations to enrich human interactions. The scalability of our cloud platform allows for 
quick deployment of remote work models — and it gives our customers precise control over both operating costs and customer satisfaction levels. Our AI-driven analytics 
tools make it easy for contact centers to uncover customer sentiment and share compelling insights with other parts of the organization. Customers choose Calabrio 
because we understand their needs and provide a best-in-class experience, from implementation to ongoing support.
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The Handle Time Drilldown gives you trends and details about call handle times using WFM data. 

The average handle time, talk time, hold time, and work time are shown over time, and there is a graph that 

shows the breakdown of talk/hold/ACW for your calls so you can understand how time in a call is distributed. 

The table at the bottom shows AHT, ATT, Avg Hold, and ACW by group, where you can further drill down into 

teams or agents.
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